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Synopsis 

This tutorial introduces the microservices architectural paradigm, which arises from the 

decomposition of an application into smaller services that run as independent processes for each 

discrete business capability and interact using light communication mechanisms over platform- 

agnostic APIs. By adopting the DevOps ideology, software teams are each responsible for different 

aspects of the end application allowing for the team to understand, alter and develop new code 

without knowing anything about the internals of other services. Although not a necessity, 

microservices are packaged and deployed through containerized runtimes for portability across 

private and public cloud offerings. Containerized applications share the host kernel and because 

they do not have the overhead of a guest OS, something absolutely required by VMs, their size is 

significantly smaller which makes them easier to migrate, faster to boot and less memory 

demanding. This setting is ideal for data manipulation, content streaming and the Internet of Things, 

where software is compiled and offered as a cloud service from a set of smaller, loosely-coupled and 

independent features. 

However, in this tutorial we also examine the fact that simply re-engineering applications into 

microservices does not remove the operational complexity and risk of failure. In the cloud era, as 

applications grow by adding more services, security enforcement and dynamic resource allocation 

become significant challenges. At scale, these challenges can be addressed with autonomicity. 

Through automation, microservices are equipped with the ability to continuously control the 

underlying infrastructure, thus turning into services that can be programmatically harnessed. 

However, traditional monitoring is deemed ineffective for decomposed and highly dynamic 

microservices deployed over shared execution environments. On the other hand, finer service 

granularity means more moving parts and hence an increased complexity of auto-scaling, more 

points of failure and more possibilities for severe privacy violations. 

To overcome these challenges and take full advantage of the rapidly evolving microservices 

landscape, we will introduce the Unicorn DevOps-as-a-Service platform (http://unicorn-project.eu), 

which provides software teams of all sizes with a powerful toolset to simplify and speed up the 

development and management of scalable and secure applications over multi-cloud environments. 

In respect to microservices, the tutorial will showcase how Unicorn facilitates microservice adoption 

by providing through its DevOps offerings both a cloud IDE plugin for application development and 

container packaging, and a dashboard for runtime management. In turn, going beyond the offerings 

of existing toolsets, we will also present how Unicorn puts particular emphasis on both security and 

auto-scaling enabled through design libraries that provide microservices with source code 



annotations to declare policies and constraints for dynamic resource allocation and continuous risk 

and vulnerability assessment. Finally, we will present how Unicorn complements its solution with 

advanced orchestration, network fabric and adaptive monitoring capabilities to support 

containerized multi-cloud deployments. This will showcase that Unicorn provides software teams 

with one collaborative and unified environment in the same place where they write code, so that 

they can easily ship, run and manage cloud-enabled microservices.  
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